
Anatomical MRI Analysis Software for Early Detection 
and Classification of Neurological Diseases

Overview:

Researchers at McGill have developed a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system that
automatically compares a patient’s Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) image with a database of
images using advanced image processing and statistical analysis to offer an aid to diagnosis for
neurological diseases and disorders. This system can prospectively and retrospectively analyze
MRI results.

Validation:

Method validated in Alzheimer’s dementia (AD) research in two studies and in Temporal Lobe 
Epilepsy research in a separate study. The system finds utility in screening for “at risk” population; 
patient classification and monitoring or management of therapy.

Characteristics:

 Accuracy: The system separated a group of 20 normal aging volunteers from a group of 17
amnesic mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and mild AD patients with 90% accuracy. In a second
study, cross-validated trials on MCI patients were 87% accurate to predict future clinical state
using MRI comparison, vs. 63% for age and Mini Mental State Examination.

 Early Detection: In the latter MCI study, prediction was on average 2.6 years before clinical
diagnosis of AD.

 Ease of use & Flexibility: Completely automated process using standard resolutions and
protocols reduces the dependency on expert knowledge.

 Savings: In a clinical protocol the CAD method may enrich the study population by screening
incoming trial patients based on their disease state, thus reducing trial sample size, cost and
improving the statistical significance of outcome.
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Research:
Computerized image processing techniques such as non-linear image registration and model-based
segmentation to automatically identify structures within the brain. The techniques are applied to a large data
base of magnetic resonance (MR) data from normal subjects to quantify anatomical variability. In image-
guided neurosurgery (IGNS), these techniques provide the surgeon with computerized tools to assist in
interpreting anatomical, functional and vascular image data, permitting the effective planning and execution
of minimally invasive neurosurgical procedures. Automated atlasing is essential in IGNS for thalamotomy
and pallidotomy in the treatment of Parkinson's disease, or temporal-lobe depth electrode implantation in the
diagnosis of epilepsy, since tissue targets in these procedures cannot be viewed directly on MR.
Computerized atlasing minimizes trauma and allows resection of the smallest amount of brain tissue
necessary for effective therapeutic treatment.
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